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OBSERVATIONS AND VERDICT OF A LONELY 
CLAUSEWITZIAN CONVERT: “VOM KRIEGE” 
IN DENMARK. 

Michael H. Clemmesen 
 

“Vom Kriege” was read and used in Denmark immediately after its publica-
tion. Danes have a new both elegant and accurate translation into the national 
language and during the years since that translation references to the work ap-
pear from time to time in the public debate about security and defence affairs 
to legitimise the contribution. A webpage - www.clausewitz.dk - is available for 
all interested, and Claus Eskild Andersen, major and MA, employs it as a no-
tice board to inform about new international publications and as a venue to 
inspire debate.  

In spite of all these positive facts and the efforts a number of academi-
cally minded army officers over the last three decades, the theory of Carl von 
Clausewitz has never been integrated into how the Danish armed forces or the 
national defence politicians think or act.  

This paper follows the creation of a Danish advocate and his failed ef-
forts to spread the gospel.  

 
The first century 

The realm of the old Danish King Frederick VI covered Denmark as well as 
the Duchies of Schleswig, Holstein and Lauenburg, when “Vom Kriege” ap-
peared as the first three of the ten volumes  “Hinterlassenes Werk des Gener-
als Carl von Clausewitz” published by his wife, Marie von Clausewitz, née 
Gräfin Brühl, from 1832 to 1834. The cultural and academic life in Copenha-
gen then was directly inspired by events in the northern part of the German 
Federation, and especially by what happened in Berlin. Thus the small com-
munity of military intellectuals in the Danish capital read both this theoretical 
work and the historical studies immediately after their publication during the 
next five years.1 In 1837, Captain August Baggesen2 discussed Clausewitz’s 
definitions of tactics and strategy in a long article in the military periodical: 
“Militairt Repertorium”. In a footnote to the article Baggesen praised the 
works of Clausewitz as some of the latest and most “beautiful” additions to the 
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military literature. Unfortunately the review that Baggesen promised was never 
published. 

The predecessor of the present Royal Danish Defence College, “Den 
kgl. militære Højskole”, meaning the Royal Military University, had been estab-
lished in 1830 to educate officers for the General Staff and the scientific 
branches of the army: the artillery and the engineers. The lectures given during 
the first seven years of teaching were published. Baggesen’s job was to teach 
Military History and the Art of Warfare, and his lectures from 1834 show fa-
miliarity with Clausewitz’s publications. During the academic year 1836-37 
First Lieutenant Johan Steenstrup,3 the lecturer of fortress warfare, used the 
part of Book 7 about attack on fortresses in his teaching.4 

However, in spite of this early, direct familiarity with Clausewitz, the 
officer education in Denmark thereafter mirrored what happened elsewhere. It 
became heavily influenced by Jomini’s more easily applied, prescriptive, nar-
rowly tactical-operational texts that had been inspired by his more narrow 
study of Napoleon’s operational manoeuvres and battles.5  

After the defeat by Prussia and Austria in 1864, the Danish Army 
needed and sought support and its main inspiration became France. It was to 
that power that the army looked for professional views. However, during the 
last decades of the 19th century pessimism about the army’s chances with its 
only semi-militia trained conscripts and leaders in open clashes with the well 
trained, long national service German forces meant that the professional focus 
became dominated by officers of the scientific branches. They argued success-
fully that the only way that Denmark could survive the next war was by con-
centrating on the construction and manning of a modern Brialmond type for-
tress around Copenhagen. The construction work ended in 1894 and with sup-
plementary field works created in 1914-16 it formed the base of the Neutrality 
Guard during World War I. 

At that time the army had broadened its search for support and inspira-
tion. With the German-British confrontation worsening after 1905, Great Bri-
tain was identified by the Danish Army General Staff as the most likely rein-
forcing power and links to the British Army were developed before and during 
the Great War supplementing the French inspiration. During the first decade 
after having received North Schleswig via a referendum supervised by British 
and French forces close relations were maintained with both Entente armies. 
They would assist if Germany misbehaved. Their doctrines during the Inter-
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War period were dominated by the massive artillery supported, scientifically 
managed tactics of the “bataille conduite”. Within that framework Clausewitz’s 
views about the character of combat were irrelevant. 

However, in the 1930’s, as it became increasingly clear that Denmark 
would have to defend itself without any hope of outside assistance, the Danish 
Army started to seek new inspiration. This came from the German Army. The 
new Chief of the General Staff, Major General Ebbe Gørtz6, had realised the 
quality of Ludwig Beck’s “Heeresdienstvorschrift 300/1. Truppenführung” 
from 1934 with its emphasis on combined arms tactics and delegation of au-
thority, which mirrored Clausewitz’s understanding of the reality and require-
ments of tactical combat. Like the “Reichswehr,” the Danish Army needed a 
doctrine that enabled it to fight against forces of superior strength. Key ideas 
from the German manual appeared in the new formation level basic tactical 
manual “Feltreglement I, B” that was published in 1943, only a couple of 
months before the German occupation force dissolved the remains of the 
Danish armed forces.   

 
The next three decades 

As the Swedish Army was similarly stimulated by German Army doctrine, the 
many Danish regular officers that received Swedish training in the Danish Bri-
gade in Sweden in 1944-45 came back indirectly inspired by German military 
thinking.  Thus, when the Danish Army was rebuilt in the 1950s within the 
NATO framework with Anglo-American assistance, the 1943 manual was re-
printed for use. With NATO’s increasing emphasis on the nuclear battlefield, 
however, the focus of the replacement “Feltreglement I” from 1963 became 
how to fight at brigade level in a mobile defence supported by tactical nuclear 
weapons.7  

This continued until the German Federal Army launched its new 
“Heeresdienstvorschrift 100/100 Führung im Gefecht” in 1974 with its em-
phasis on defence within a limited terrain zone with conventional weapons. 
Due to the necessary close integration of Danish and German land forces de-
fending south-eastern Holstein, the Danish army doctrine had to be adjusted. 
This happened during the next decade and, like the German manual, it empha-
sised forward positional defence with conventional weapons. Consequently, 
any future thinking about warfare after a nuclear release would concentrate on 
the impossible issue of how to use nuclear fire-power fighting amongst your 
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own population in a situation where NATO conventional forces had failed to 
contain an invasion and the enemy would respond in kind.  

This article’s author was born in 1944, entered the army in 1964, was 
commissioned into the combat arm in 1968 and served in armoured units dur-
ing the following decade only interrupted by a year’s UN service in Kashmir 
and Pakistan in the mid-1970s. Troop service continued until he entered the 
Army General Staff Course in 1978 that was followed by the Joint Staff 
Course. Thus practical service rather than theoretical critical meditation filled 
most of his time until about 1980. Till that time he remained rather unaware of 
the renaissance of Western professional military studies that had started in the 
U.S. land forces in the early 1970s in reaction to the Vietnam defeat. The 
American reforms were driven by a determination to develop the framework 
and tools for a potentially decisive victorious campaign with conventional 
weapons in Europe. It was the movement that set the scene for the first broad 
Anglo-Saxon discovery of “Vom Kriege” and the immediate success of the 
elegant translation of the book by Michael Howard and Peter Paret.  

 

Via Howard to Clausewitz  

For this author, the seed leaf of conversion had been planted several years be-
fore. By coincidence his class in the Military Academy was directly influenced 
by the three very different officers that would drive, inspire or lead different 
reforms of the Danish army during the next two decades. His cadet class direc-
tor and tactics teacher was the junior of the three, major Kaj Vilhelm Nielsen.8 
Nielsen sought professional insight in a step by step way and drove implemen-
tation with stubborn energy and diligence. The military history lecturer of the 
class was the former tactics teacher, Major Helge Kroon.9 Kroon had served in 
the Resistance during the war and entered the army after Liberation. He was – 
and remains - brilliantly independent minded, charming, impatient with fools 
and totally disrespectful of formal authority. It was Kroon’s teaching and inspi-
ration that started the author on the track that ended with writing this article. 
The trigger was one of his teasing comments on the author’s compulsory mili-
tary history study. The subject was Crete 1941 and as the outcome had been 
impossible to explain in any other way this author had suggested in his conclu-
sion – without being able to support it by references – that the reason had 
been the fundamental difference in leadership doctrine between the German 
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and Austrian attackers and the British and Dominion defenders. Kroon had 
challenged the author to document his argument better.10  

Later, in 1979, the publication of the first volume of F. H. Hinsley’s of-
ficial intelligence history highlighted the need for a good explanation because it 
documented that General Freyberg had some access to information from 
Enigma decrypts about the German invasion plans and this added to the pres-
sure on my conscience to find a credible explanation of the outcome.11  

The third of the three officers was the far more distant head of the 
Tactics Department, lieutenant colonel Nils Berg. 12 Berg was a highly sophisti-
cated conceptual thinker, too theoretical to impress the cadets. Even before his 
commissioning in 1943 Berg had entered the Danish Resistance, he was ar-
rested, sent to Neuengamme in 1944 and from there quickly dispatched to 
slave in the flooded mining corridors of Porta Westfalica. When incapable of 
further work the tall formerly strong man was returned in the winter of 1945 as 
nearly dead to Neuengamme. He only survived due to evacuation in Swedish 
Count Folke Bernadotte’s White Busses. After the war he built up his health 
mapping the then still uncharted wild, mountainous East Greenland. His main 
contribution thereafter had been to inspire and formulate modern pedagogic 
and leadership principles for the army13 as well as the creation of an academi-
cally and professionally balanced regular officer education.14 His last position 
before retirement in 1978 had been as Military Academy commandant. 

By that time the author had - by chance and good fate - been guided in 
an attractive direction. Looking for additional academic stimulation, he had 
used his spare time from 1974 to 1981 in a part-time history study at the Co-
penhagen University passing the exams of the then formally five years master 
programme. The chosen final subject had been the “Theories of War that in-
fluenced the 20th Century”,15 with the focus on the role of Clausewitz’s theory 
on understanding of war of various Marxist-Leninists. At the end of the 1970’s 
his university studies were temporarily interrupted by the accelerated learning 
and professional inspiration of the Army General Staff course in 1978 under 
the then Lieutenant-Colonel Jørgen Lyng,16 which focused on the application 
of the new German and U.S. conventional war-fighting doctrines. Lyng was 
inspired by the new, 1976 edition of the U.S. Army Field Manual 100-5 “Op-
erations” with its emphasis on flexible and constantly accurate dosage of the 
defender’s combat and fire support element to contain and defeat the onrush-
ing tank formations of the Warsaw Pact forces. The manual’s battle manage-
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ment doctrine of “Active Defence” suited the talents of the highly intelligent 
and scientifically minded course director. 

The army course was followed in 1979 by the newly created Joint Staff 
Course. It was directed by Kaj Vilhelm Nielsen, now lieutenant colonel, who 
was also responsible for lecturing strategy, assisted by Commander Hans Jør-
gen Garde.17 As an external lecturer, Nielsen had been responsible for the 
strategy lessons in the Army General Staff Course since the early 1970’s from 
his position as military history lecturer at the Military Academy. He had re-
placed Kroon in 1967. After taking over Nielsen had immediately started a 
reform of the Academy’s military history course, inspired by Michael Howard’s 
1961 emphasis18 that the subject should be taught in width, depth and context 
to become relevant to the development of a military professional. It had been 
Kroon who had discovered Howard’s article and realised the applicability of 
the approach19, but it was to be Nielsen who started using it systematically in 
his teaching.  

Via Howard’s inspiration the teaching mirrored Clausewitz’s view of 
the role and limitation of military history in the development of the military 
professional. Nielsen had taken over editing the joint services periodical, 
“Militært Tidsskrift”, (the Military Review) in 1963, and he modernised the 
journal and used it in an extended effort to heighten the professional level of 
his fellow officers. In 1974, he published a shortened version of Howard’s 
1973 Chesney Memorial Gold Medal lecture “Military Science in an Age of 
Peace” in the review ,20 and during the next years its pages became the place 
where officers and academic historians debated the use and abuse of military 
history.21  

Nielsen’s strategy lectures through the 1970s were based on Edward 
Mead Earle’s “Makers of Modern Strategy. Military Thought from Machiavelli 
to Hitler”22, and according to one of his students, his favourite lecture had 
been based on Hans Rothfels’ chapter “Clausewitz”.23 The 1979 Joint Staff 
Course included a thorough discussion of the pulsing credibility crisis in nu-
clear deterrence and war-fighting doctrines as well as lectures about the devel-
opment of military theory in the 19th and 20th centuries based on the chapters 
of Earle’s anthology.  

The author’s first general staff officer posting after the two staff 
courses was in the Long Term Planning element of the Defence Staff. The 
small joint group of seven officers was formally responsible for developing 
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force structure options and materiel alternatives at a 15 to 20 years horizon for 
later political discussion. As neither the individual armed service chiefs nor the 
joint defence leaders or the Ministry of Defence wanted an open minded pres-
entation of alternatives, the planning element was deliberately blocked from 
doing what it had been created to do. It was often used by the Chief of De-
fence Staff as his personal pool of staff officers, writing speeches, drafting 
minutes from Defence Staff policy meetings and being employed as the Chief 
of Defence Liaison Group to the NATO Commander of the Baltic Ap-
proaches. The author’s main experience from the period was a clear under-
standing of the total lack of an effective dialogue between the military profes-
sional chiefs and the national political leadership. The leading politicians con-
sidered the defence forces as a (minimum) contribution to the Alliance. They 
controlled the economy, burden of conscription and regional distribution of 
garrisons. The military leaders on their side considered that the force structures 
and readiness level should be left for the professionals to decide in a bargaining 
between the Army, Navy, Air Force and Home Guard.  

The work as speech writer happened to lead to a visible role in the 
heated public debate about Western security and nuclear policies that followed 
the Alliance decision to deploy Intermediate Range missiles in various Euro-
pean member states. That again led to the author’s selection to the Board of 
the Danish government Commission of Security and Disarmament Affairs 
during the first three years of its existence.  

The work in the Long Term Planning Group was followed by two 
years from 1982 to 1984 as assistant military history lecturer in the Military 
Academy. The Academy military history then was conducted according to the 
Michael Howard-inspired guidelines introduced by Nielsen in the late 1960s. 
The “width” was done by covering the development from the Greeks until the 
latest wars in the Middle East, the “context” by linking the teaching as much as 
possible to the teaching in subjects like tactics, political science and military 
psychology. However, even if each cadet was supposed to develop an under-
standing “in depth” by writing a study of a battle or campaign, the programme 
never allowed him the time necessary to build up a proper understanding of 
how different factors interacted in the case.  

Nielsen had also given military history a clear role in the advanced edu-
cation of army officers in the General Staff Course. Since his time in the late 
1970s, the head of the Danish Defence College Strategy Department became 
responsible for guiding the military history course in the Army General Staff 
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Course in the College. Besides a couple of initial general lectures and leading 
visits to selected First and Second World War battlefields such as Verdun, Se-
dan and Arnhem, the task consisted of guiding and criticising the students as 
they presented a case supposed to illustrate the actual subject topic of forma-
tion tactics teaching in the course. An example from the Eastern Front in 
World War II would highlight the principles of e.g. positional defence or a 
delaying action. 

In his new Joint Staff Course he had tasked the students to give short 
lectures during a battle field tour of Normandy. However, even this regular 
exposure of the best officers to military history rarely succeeded in inspiring 
them to go on reading military history to support their further professional 
development. 

 

The Danish translation 

Clausewitz’s influence in Denmark was the fortunate result of the lack of suit-
able employment for the many talents of Nils Berg, now a retired colonel. Berg 
may have known “Vom Kriege” superficially, however his main professional 
field had been different, and it was only his acknowledged lack of a proper 
post-retirement project that led him to accept the challenge of Major John Er-
ling Andersen24 and myself in Andersen’s office in the Academy early in the 
1980s to write a Danish translation.25 Nils Berg’s precondition for accepting 
the task had been that both I and Kaj Nielsen acted as control readers in the 
process and contributed to the publication, I by writing a short biography fo-
cusing on Clausewitz’s interaction with the ideas of his time, Nielsen with a 
chapter about the philosophy and theory of war. Berg knew about Nielsen’s 
interest in Clausewitz from his time as Academy Commandant, and because 
Nielsen had marked Clausewitz’s 200 years’ anniversary in October 1980 by a 
number of articles in the “Militært Tidsskrift”, including two translated contri-
butions by Werner Hahlweg.26  

Both the process of translating and finishing the book “Om krig” - and 
the published result in 1986 became highly satisfactory for those involved in 
the project. Berg’s combination of being an infantry officer, an accomplished 
independent conceptual thinker in a different field, a natural scientist as geode-
sist/geographer, and a comprehensive linguist made him the ideal translator 
and interpreter of Clausewitz’s work. Even after his traumatic and brutal KZ-
experience he nourished a deep love of German culture and literature. His de-
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liberate use of late 19th Century archaic Danish created a both elegant and ac-
curate version of the flow of Clausewitz’s arguments and parallels. The transla-
tion benefited from the proximity of the two Germanic languages. 

The author’s support work in the translation of “Vom Kriege” started 
during the two years period spent as lecturer at the Military Academy and was 
concluded during the ensuing troop service as subunit commander in an ar-
moured battalion on the island of Zealand. For the author, the combination of 
the involvement in the translation, reading and lecturing and the total of a ten 
years period of troop duty27 led to what was a full “conversion” to a 
Clausewitzian view of the limitations of theory, of the necessary politico-
military interaction, of the society and context dominated chameleon of war, of 
the often fundamental difference of the phenomenon of war at the levels of 
the government, the field commander and the people, as well as of the chaotic 
character of combat influenced, as it is, by friction and chance.  

The author’s first intellectual activity after conversion was what might 
be called a pilgrimage to the battlefield of Maleme in Crete in summer 1986 to 
complete his analysis of the May 1941 events. When walking through the olive 
groves on what was once the New Zealander occupied slopes on the high 
ground over-looking the airstrip and along the road back to the brigade re-
serve’s area, the reasons for the quick Axis tactical success became obvious. 
With so little fire support combat became decided by low level infantry com-
bat. The British side wanted to manage the battle in an optimal way and waited 
for the thus necessary intelligence picture before ordering the units into 
counter attack. Understanding the normal chaotic character of combat, the 
Axis commanders and tactical leaders were trained to show initiative and act 
without orders. Even very high levels of losses did not hamper their action 
significantly. While the New Zealanders waited, the German air assault troop-
ers and mountain infantry had plenty of time to bypass positions and get rein-
forcements. Thus the revisited case could become – and was - narrated in a 
way that made the result both obvious and generally relevant.28  

The Clausewitzian prism combined with a close-up observation of how 
the Danish and other NATO forces worked in the mid-1980s. It exposed very 
serious weaknesses to the fresh convert. In command post exercises from the 
levels of the periodic WINTEX NATO-wide events down to the battalion the 
emphasis was on learning and drilling the application of procedures or doc-
trine. The actions of the Warsaw Pact enemy were always scripted as inflexible. 
He was always assumed to act in a schematic and fully predictable way. Even 
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field exercises were conducted without free play; the umpires were not em-
ployed to ensure that good tactical behaviour was rewarded with success, and 
that unprofessional and stupid acts and decisions led to local defeat. Tactics 
had ceased to be the proper use of the equipment with an in-depth under-
standing of strength and limitations in relation to that of the enemy. It was not 
ensured that subordinate leaders and their units were used according to the 
known level and quality of cohesion and training. Exercises often were reduced 
to become a matter of demonstrating knowledge of the tactical manuals or, in 
NATO manoeuvres, Alliance solidarity and political correctness.  

The root of the problem has been aptly identified by Sir Michael How-
ard back in 1961: “It is not surprising that there has often been a high propor-
tion of failures among senior commanders at the beginning of any war. These 
unfortunate men may either take too long to adjust themselves to reality, 
through a lack of hard preliminary thinking about what war would really be 
like; or they may have had their minds so far shaped by a lifetime of pure ad-
ministration that they have ceased for all practical purpose to be soldiers.”29  

National and NATO war planning was rarely if ever tested in realistic, 
free play, classical war games. If this was the result of a conscious decision, it 
was probably because such tests would demonstrate the lack of real realism in 
the member states’ over-selling of the combat readiness of their units. One 
example: It was assumed and reported that the Danish Jutland Division could 
mobilise from cadre to full war strength and deploy to Holstein to be ready to 
fight in a couple of days. This was in spite of a situation where even the best, 
the semi-regular, units and their commanders and command cadres had never 
been through the demanding, realistic training for war that could weed out the 
unqualified and physically and mentally faint-hearted. Even this best half of the 
division missed the kind of training that could have developed the cohesion 
and tested the use of equipment in a way absolutely essential if the defending 
and therefore tactically surprised party should be able to withstand the shock 
of fire and assault without breaking, when the war started. It was assumed 
without question that the enemy would allow us and our overseas reinforce-
ments the time to mobilise, deploy and dig-in before launching the offensive. 
We had to make this assumption as we never developed the ability to fight in 
the mobile meeting engagement against superior enemy forces that the Warsaw 
Pact formations went on training for. It was also assumed that the enemy 
would regard nuclear weapons in the same way we had done since the late 
1960s and therefore abstain from early use.  
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An advocacy develops 

The critical view that developed as a result of the “conversion” resulted in two 
types of reaction. Within one’s own field of command or staff officer respon-
sibility it was possible to change to conduct two-side, free play field and com-
mand post exercises that ensured a more realistic learning, also by experiencing 
failure through insufficient practical understanding to avoid friction.  To some 
extent it was possible to include plans for realistic post-mobilisation training in 
the unit mobilisation plans, thereby highlighting the requirement and solution 
to both superiors and subordinates. However, the clear realisation of the weak-
nesses also led to intensive studies and an attempt to educate others to achieve 
a general improvement.  

Clausewitz’s model in Book 8 for political-military interaction flowed 
together with personal observations from the Danish political-military situation 
and inspired a number of analytic articles30, where the superficial exercise and 
planning activities led to critical contributions to “Militært Tidsskrift”.31   

The public debating and publication activity of the author led to an in-
vitation to become a member of the “Danish 1988 Defence Commission”, a 
group combining the political parties’ parliamentary defence policy spokesmen, 
the professional joint defence leaders (the senior one being Jørgen Lyng, now 
lieutenant general, Chief of Defence Staff soon designated next Chief of De-
fence), senior diplomats and academic security policy experts. The Commis-
sion was chaired by the new dynamic Permanent Under Secretary of the De-
fence Ministry, Michael Christiansen, and it had been established to conduct a 
fundamental review of the defence structures to achieve a better mission focus 
as well as an improved balance between structure and budget. The author had 
been invited because members of both government and opposition parties 
rather unrealistically hoped that he would be able to catalyse change.  

The Commission was tasked with reporting on the threat, the Defence 
Force missions, allied reinforcement options and thereafter make a recom-
mendation about the future organisation of defence to Parliament that could 
form the basis for the future organisation and budget. Without knowledge of 
the history of the previous 20th century Danish defence commissions, one 
might have assumed that this very Book 8-like combined political-military deci-
sion group - and the success of work of the 1988 Commission - had been in-
spired by the recent publication of Clausewitz’s work. In reality, however, the 
commissions were never established with the primary aim of providing strate-
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gic understanding and guidance.  They were created to achieve the highest pos-
sible level of consensus at the lowest possible budget level in periods when the 
domestic political situation or a major change in either the international    
economy or the external security framework made it relevant.  

The success of achieving a high level of dialogue and consensus in the 
1988 Commission was made possible by the changing domestic political situa-
tion and the personalities involved, not least the chairman. However, the result 
was meant to focus and balance the Danish Cold War defence contribution to 
NATO, so when the Commission report was ready at the end of 1989, it was 
fast becoming anachronistic.32         

From 1988 onwards the time had come for the author to spread the 
gospel. Early that year he started as head of the Joint Operations Studies De-
partment at the Royal Danish Defence College, and three years later he re-
placed John E. Andersen as Director, Joint Staff Course and head of the Stra-
tegic Studies Department on Andersen’s promotion to colonel. Andersen had 
taken over from Kaj Vilhelm Nielsen three years earlier.  

As the study of force doctrine and structure was an Operations De-
partment field, applying Clausewitzian insights in the lecturing on the friction 
and pitfalls of politico-military decision-making in those fields could start im-
mediately. The pedagogic method was to start by explaining how the ideal 
process would produce a force structure and doctrine that both mirrored the 
requirements and which could adapt in a flexible way to changing needs. 
Thereafter cases were used to demonstrate how this process normally failed to 
do so due to the difficulty of understanding the capabilities and proclivities of 
both allies and the potential enemy. The normal risks included both “mirror 
imaging”- believing that others read the options as we did - and the “colonel’s 
fallacy” - a fixation with the worst case. The teaching also underlined the im-
portance of the fundamental difference of priorities and views of the politi-
cians and the leading military, of the tendency to delay or avert decisions on 
the politician’s side, and a wish to keep control of the development among the 
military leadership. The teaching highlighted the importance of deliberate or 
subconscious roots in the organisational behaviour of the individual services, 
of service cultures, of bureaucratic and management fashions, and maybe even 
in some cases a difference in security policy paradigm between the politicians 
and leading military.  
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Later as head of the Strategy Department, the author became responsi-
ble for the lecturing of Military Theory. During the previous years the new 
”Makers of Modern Strategy from Machiavelli to the Nuclear Age” edited by 
Peter Paret33 had replaced Earle’s vintage edition as the main textbook, and the 
teaching now had the form of lectures based on the articles of that anthology 
about Jomini, Mahan, Liddell Hart, the Air Theorists, the Marxist-Leninists, 
Mao, the nuclear theorists and – Peter Paret’s own – about Clausewitz.  

The teaching now changed. The author would lecture on the context 
and implications of each theory that the student would now know from the 
reading of selected parts of the theorist’s work as well as seminar discussions 
on the basis of that reading. The treatment of each theory would end with a 
plenary debate. The level of preparation and learning would be controlled by 
small tests to motivate the students to read enough to participate in the de-
bates. Ten years later, when the author was responsible for lecturing military 
theory in the Baltic Defence College in Tartu, Corbett’s theory would join 
Mahan’s, Soviet Operational Art development teaching would replace the 
Marxist-Leninists, the discussion of the interaction of total war and geo-
strategic theories in the early 20th Century would be added as well as a discus-
sion of development of the joint, amphibious warfare doctrine.  

As Nielsen and Andersen before him, the author was also responsible 
for the military history teaching in the Army General Staff Course as head of 
the Defence College Strategy Department. Initially he had used the model of 
his predecessors, having the students giving positive World War II illustrations 
to support the tactics teaching in spite of his understanding that this added 
very little to the student’s professional insight. However, in the last course be-
fore the author departed for service in the Baltic States, the student contribu-
tions were changed, so that his role thereafter was to find and explain the fac-
tors that made the historical case operation plan collapse partly or fully in im-
plementation, making it necessary to adjust or improvise at low level to achieve 
the objective of the operation or abandon it. The purpose was to open the eyes 
of the students to the limits of theory, to the normally chaotic character of 
combat, of the inevitable role of friction and chance in war as well as to how 
friction could be foreseen and its influence somewhat limited by simplicity in 
plans, delegation of authority, realistic training and the commanders’ and staff 
officers’ practical experience.  

The effects of these endeavours of inspiring others by advocating a 
more Clausewitzian understanding of war and warfare will be dealt with later. 
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The author left the Danish Defence College for Riga late spring 1994. His ser-
vice until 1997 was as Danish Defence Attaché to the three Baltic States with 
the mission and significant resources to support their defence development on 
the way to NATO. His observations soon led him to realise that the precondi-
tion for any real effect of Danish and other assistance was a shock-start of the 
development by the creation of a Western type staff officers corps - and a 
group of civil servants in the Defence Ministries - that could both plan and 
implement. He gained Baltic States and international support for the idea and 
developed and commanded the Baltic Defence College in Tartu in South Es-
tonia from 1998 until retirement end 2004.  

The main College activity was the 11 months Senior Staff Course. Ac-
cording to the August 2002 briefing to visitors, the mission was pure 
Clausewitzian: “The course should develop professional, active, hard working, 
honest, positively critical, independent minded General Staff officers of the 
best classical (German), international standard … After the course they should 
be prepared for continuous self-development, using self-study and the experi-
ence from command and staff positions”. As one of his tools, the author used 
his military theory and doctrine development lectures. The College journal, 
“The Baltic Defence Review”, was employed in a more general educational 
effort to develop understanding of why deep changes were necessary.34  

In 2004 it had been realised that there was a need to take one further 
step to make a development towards effective staff structures and an effective 
politico-military interaction. Therefore a small “Higher Command Studies 
Course” was developed for Baltic and other East European officers and civil 
servants with a potential for promotion to top level. The mission according to 
the June 2004 pre-course briefing was to: “… educate selected senior officers 
and civil servants to initiate and lead implementation of a dynamic peacetime 
development of armed forces as well as for decision-making and leadership 
positions during their state’s participation in war and military operations other 
than war”. As the author planned and directed this first course himself as his 
last project before retiring, the key pedagogical tool became in-depth compara-
tive studies of selected cases of peace- and wartime innovation.35  

 

Confronting reality 

From New Year 2005 the author was back in Denmark, a country involved in 
an unpopular low intensity war in Iraq and soon to become involved in the 
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politically less controversial stabilisation of South Afghanistan. Denmark had 
been involved in Afghanistan very early, participating both in the winter 2002 
special force operations southeast of Kabul and in ISAF activities in the capital 
and later in the provinces.     

As a Clausewitzian the author would have expected that the Danish 
government had made a thorough, national, independent politico-military 
analysis of the nature and issues of a conflict. Before deciding to make its 
armed forces available, it would weigh the possibilities and limitations of the 
military instrument – in concert with other tools in the state inventory – in that 
specific situation.  Due to the never predictable character of war, participation 
in the conflict was likely to bring significant risks. To a Clausewitzian, the 
armed forces’ leadership has a direct responsibility to understand all profes-
sionally related issues. It also should be heard about the potential risks and 
benefits as well as role and composition of military and other contributions.  
The Chief of the Armed Forces of even small, potentially contributing states 
like Denmark must seek information that allow advising the government about 
total necessary force levels and required strategies in missions such as the post-
invasion stabilisation of Iraq. The same applies to strategic issues like the es-
sential integration of Pakistan in any counter-insurgency effort in Pashtun ma-
jority areas of Afghanistan. The Chief should never accept a political tunnel 
vision in his advice. Only by a full, independent, professional analysis can he 
minimise the risk that lives of his soldiers are sacrificed unnecessarily as the 
cannon fodder to allied mistakes or ambitions.  He should be qualified to out-
line the military options, e.g. the use of air power or more boots on the 
ground, as well as the need for an integrated, multi-agency effort with long 
periods in the mission for all key cadres. He should highlight the force organi-
sation and training essential for minimising the risks of large numbers of com-
bat stress invalids.  

The government should insist on getting this full and clear contribution 
in advance from the chief (and his supporting intelligence and other experts) 
and should replace the general or admiral immediately if he fails to do so. The 
Chief is responsible for being heard, and if ignored, he should if necessary re-
sign to increase the chance that the politicians would listen to his successor and 
understand that they carry the full risk of ignoring professional advice. This not 
to undermine the government’s right to decide.  

The small state politicians should be conscious of the seriousness of 
not only the decision to contribute but also of how that contribution is organ-
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ised.  The pre-intervention analysis should form the basis not only of the deci-
sion to participate, but also for pre-decision negotiations with the leading state, 
normally the U.S., and the state forming the framework for the Danish contri-
bution, normally the UK. Good preparation might give real influence and 
minimise risks, because both the leading and framework state need the small 
state force contributions. It might also clarify the criteria for the end of the 
small state force contribution in advance. However, if advice and precondi-
tions for participation are ignored, the small state would probably benefit from 
limiting their offer to non-military assistance.  

The only case known to the author where a Clausewitzian type interac-
tion formed the decision basis of a significant military deployment was Prime 
Minister Poul Nyrup Rasmussen’s then controversial choice in 1993 to send a 
main battle tank squadron to join the Nordic UN battalion protecting the 
Tuzla enclave in northern Bosnia. It was the result of a direct consultation with 
his Chief of Defence, Jørgen Lyng, in a situation where the Foreign and De-
fence Ministers disagreed with each other.  

Nothing in the information now available either to the public or to the 
author about the decisions to send Danish force contributions to Afghanistan 
in 2001, 2002 and 2006 and Iraq in 2003 indicate that the decisions were in-
formed by an independent analysis and Clausewitzian-type consultations. On 
the contrary the contributions seem to have been motivated by the commend-
able wish to show a symbolic support to Denmark’s main allies. However, this 
does not necessarily rule out the thorough and tough discussion based on a 
national scrutiny of options. After all the situation was fundamentally different 
from 60 years earlier, when the government of occupied Denmark sanctioned 
that a volunteer unit would join other nations in the struggle against Commu-
nism on the Eastern Front. Now Denmark had the full freedom of choice, and 
with Donald Rumsfeld in charge of the Pentagon a significant improvement in 
the professional decision base level was achievable for all.    

The present situation has deep roots. The historically alert person may 
remember that Danish history during the 150 years since the adoption of a 
democratic constitution has been characterised by a disastrous lack of politico-
military dialogue with the periods 1905-09, 1910-13 and 1949-58 as the only 
relatively bright spots.36 The best illustration of the total dysfunctional relations 
is the years 1852-63 and during the 1864 war with Prussia and Austria. The 
events and results of that war were so hard for the nation to face that it had to 
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spin the historical narrative to make Denmark the victim. The painful reality 
had to wait for the autumn 2010 book to be presented in a balanced way.37  

Let us move to the author’s direct personal experience. When develop-
ing the military theory lecturing in the Baltic Defence College, the interaction 
with the students was fundamentally helpful, the feedback making it possible 
to improve the substance of this element from one course to the next.  Even if 
some of the positive character of the students’ feed-back might have been in-
fluenced by the fact that the lecturer was a general and the College Comman-
dant, it does not give a full explanation. The Baltic and other East European 
students arrived with a hunger to learn their profession, and they accepted that 
not all teaching should be easily and directly usable in their follow-on job.  

However, when the now mature military theory course was used by the 
now retired author lecturing to the Danish Joint Staff Course students that it 
had originally been designed for in the early 1990s, the reaction was fundamen-
tally negative. Navy and air force students reacted against the relevance of 
“military” theory, the name itself indicating that it was army dominated. They 
also objected to what they saw as another indication of army bias: the fact that 
Mahan and Douhet were not presented as being at the same level as 
Clausewitz. Naval officers reacted against what they saw as the presentation of 
the Clausewitzian Corbett’s writing as more sophisticated than Mahan’s. The 
very influential curriculum text of the latter had been used where it logically 
belonged: for the discussion of the geo-strategic theorists. 

To meet the students’ concerns the name of the course was thereafter 
changed to “Strategic Theories”, and the definition of strategy used was that of 
the modern Clausewitzian political scientist, Colin Gray,38 who considered that 
“Strategy is the bridge that relates military power to political purpose”.  An 
additional Mahan text, “The Naval War College”39, was added to the curricu-
lum. In it he presented his Nelsonian - and very Clausewitzian - educational 
and tactical leadership philosophy. Mahan underlined the requirement for dele-
gation of command authority. To adjust to the wish of the air force students, 
the modern precision air power theory of John A. Warden, III was included. 
The final step to adjust the course without breaking it was to separate theories 
about how to fight from the theory about the character of war and combat. 

However, even these changes did not lead to a more positive reception. 
The students considered background knowledge about the context of a specific 
theoretical text irrelevant: the time, the theorist’s background and purpose of 
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writing. It became increasingly clear that the majority only considered theory 
relevant if it was directly usable and prescriptive. It is unclear if the change of 
reception from 1994 to ten years later is related to the fact that the number of 
students at the Joint Staff Course has been increased by about 40 %, while at 
the same time the average educational levels - including historical knowledge 
and language skills - of officers undergoing basic training have been considera-
bly reduced. On giving up Clausewitzian type theory lecturing, the experience 
led to the author’s essay, “The lessons of Napoleon for lesser men” for the 
XXXV CIHM Congress in Porto in 2009. The conclusion was basically that a 
professional officer corps apparently needed and still need a Jominian-type 
prescriptive “scientific”, battle management-like theory that can be directly 
formulated into a doctrine that becomes dogma by bureaucratic implementa-
tion.    

The general professional military paradigm had also changed during the 
period. Following the renaissance in the 1970s and 1980s mentioned early in 
this article, American military thinking had regressed into the formalistic “Op-
erational Art” discussions in the 1990s that was unrelated to any strategic re-
quirements in real wars. Warfare theory thereafter was reduced to the ”Netcen-
tric” management of strikes a la Warden against scientifically selected targets 
chosen for effect in relation to multiple “Centers of Gravity”.  The emphasis 
was on quick arrival in the theatre assuming that the cancer of any political-
military problem could be removed by a quick operation. Thereafter, the forces 
could return home from the victorious small war.  Buzzwords that stalled and 
replaced independent critical analysis followed each other every four years. 
One sided punishment made possible by “Information Dominance” replaced 
traditional two sided war. Friction no longer hampered the smooth operations 
of the surgical strike machine. With a few years’ delay, the – now partially 
anachronistic – buzzwords that guided the “Transformation” to the “Revolu-
tion in Military Affairs” reached NATO and were adopted in a somewhat con-
fused and diluted form. When that happened, the uncritically progressive Dan-
ish staff course lecturers had already been preaching copies of the latest one-
dimensional gospel to their students for months.  

The teaching about the difference between the ideal force structure and 
doctrine development and the reality of historical cases is no longer given. It 
was stopped even earlier than the military theory course as it confused the stu-
dents and the lecturers implicitly communicated a critical attitude to how our 
professional and political superiors take decisions. The message also implied 
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that a hard self-critical effort would be required of the best of the future staff 
officers.  

The same had immediately happened after the author’s 1994 departure 
to the study in the army course of why plans failed due to friction, chance and 
unexpected enemy action in support of the teaching of formation tactical doc-
trine. This was the case even if such a focus had become ever more relevant 
due to the fact that the general (rather than mission) level of practical com-
mand experience of the students was becoming far lower now than in previous 
decades. Use of positive historical case illustrations is both the normal ap-
proach and far easier. However, it does not promote insight in the way that 
Clausewitz realised that the reading of military history could give to the aspir-
ing field commander. 

The only way to inspire enhanced understanding thereafter seemed to 
be to write. As a result the author has spent the latest few years writing new 
studies of politico-military decision-making with the purpose of creating more 
accurate narratives than those previously available.40 However, even if the fra-
ternity of active Clausewitzians remains very small in Denmark and their influ-
ence on the decision-makers and armed forces trifling, one doctoral student 
made a highly relevant contribution late last year, when he defended his disser-
tation and received his Ph.D. degree in political science from Aalborg Univer-
sity. Jeppe Plenge-Trautner’s thesis: “Beliefs and the Politics of Modern Mili-
tary Interventions. An analysis of how pre-conceptions about the nature of war 
and armed conflict shape the democracies' generation, use and direction of 
military force”41 argued in a fully convincing way that a person’s (and reality an 
organisation’s common) “War Concept”, is the prism through which he will 
see everything relating to war and the military. In the Western Democracies the 
political leaders tend to define war according what Trautner labels a “Liberal” 
war concept: “The underlying ideal of Liberal thinking is that warfare essen-
tially represents a failure of politics. Once war has begun, Liberals argue, an 
emotion driven and largely irrational 'logic of war' displaces a peacetime ration-
ality of co-operation for mutual benefit. …”42  

The modern Western Militaries on the other hand, tended to adhere to 
what he labels the “MilTech” war concept: “(T)he Mil-Tech war concept pro-
poses that the scope for rationality in warfare is much larger than what Liberals 
would allow for: Capable soldiers and well equipped armed forces are able to 
see through the 'fog of war', and to direct wars in detail; abilities which hinge 
on technological superiority and thorough planning of military operations. 
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While Mil-Techs are more confident in the ability and good judgment of sol-
diers than Liberals they fully agree with Liberals on the overall importance of 
the supremacy of civil politicians at the strategic level; Mil-Techs just advise 
that civilians should not meddle in what is most safely handled by soldiers, and 
that civilians thus should refrain from interfering in Operational and Tactical 
Level matters.”43  

The latter concept is purely Jominian and neither of the two concepts 
will assume that a close and constant political control of the military instru-
ment is either relevant or necessary. This tends to make Trautner’s (discretely 
held, own) Clausewitzian war concept an orphan, and thus explains the roots 
of the authors experience after his conversion.   

It is good to understand the reason why “Vom Kriege” will always be 
more quoted than accepted in Denmark and other western democracies - why 
a generation of advocacy since conversion was doomed to failure.  

If one goes through the key Danish professional military and naval pe-
riodicals from the last century and reads samples from every decade it become 
evident that the volume, the quality and the independent analysis have deterio-
rated gradually. This development was accelerated since the seventies where 
the national contribution to NATO settled into its more or less final Cold War 
form. So even if the renaissance in military thinking taking place in the U.S. 
during the 70s and 80s was interesting to follow and understand in a general 
way, there was no reason to integrate its conclusions into the military culture. 
Seen from a small Alliance member all the new stuff was meant to enhance 
deterrence by making the force posture more convincing, it was not introduced 
to fight wars, and the drastic reduction in combat readiness that had been de-
cided by the Danish government in the late 60s remained in place during the 
rest of the Cold War. The cadre of forces that were only meant to act as a 
symbolic contribution to deterrence copied the Nordic societies’ developing 
new happy balance between work and private interests, family etc. Even for the 
career officer, the commitment to his profession became forever more limited. 
Professional studies were restricted to periods in formal courses where you 
could absorb the latest ideas. The continuous studies that are essential in any 
profession became rare, and thus the officers’ ability to develop, present and 
defend any independent insight in print.  

Therefore the Clausewitzian elements of the military renaissance never 
struck roots in Denmark beyond the occasional quotation, and when the 
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enlightenment froze and collapsed in the 90s in America in the Pavlovian 
search for an appropriate silver bullet reaction to the 1991 Gulf War, the Dan-
ish military profession had not been absorbing enough resilient wisdom from 
Howard or Clausewitz to avoid being reduced to parrot the latest Pentagonese 
or management buzzwords.  

If you are a small state it is ridiculous to be a Clausewitzian anyway, is it 
not? After all they are “ … not to make reply, Theirs not to reason why, Theirs 
but to do & die, …”44 So we stayed pragmatic, loyal, avoided strenuous inde-
pendent thinking, and contributed (perhaps with symbolic cannon fodder) 
when the (maybe necessary) small wars came. 
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